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About This Game
Pac-Man in hell
Infernium is a game filled with brutal challenges to overcome. While playing the game you won’t be able to kill or damage most
of the enemies but at the same time running away without a second though is not the solution. While being chased you will need
to think and reconsider your strategy and open hidden shortcuts while the world and it’s lore will unfold around you in
a non-linear way making each playthrough diferent. From the creator of the multi awarded indie game of the year MIND: Path
to Thalamus and the dev grant winner Koral.

Every little change you make in Infernium will remain like that forever. As a player you will have to be smart about harvesting
(or not) Light, interacting with doors, barriers and elevators and even your death. Dying does not reset the world, it’s part of the
experience. That’s why there will be consequences if you act careless with your deaths.

Infernium is one of the easiest games to mod using the free Unreal Engine 4. If the world of Infernium is not enough for you
explore the WORKSHOP to download expansions, modifications of Infernium or even brand new games, done with Infernium's
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content or custom content! PCMR Only feature.

Features
Accesibility Matters. When making Infernium accesibility features have been taken into consideration for physically
disabled, deaf and colorblind gamers.
Main Campaign with +14h of average playtime
All upcomming DLC will be free
A brutal prison without bars, where the world is the real cell, full of enemies and traps that will make your path
challenging.
Agony-inducing environments and challenges.
17 interconnected non-linear levels.
6 Easy to use, hard to master player skills to find and improve.
Diferent enemy kinds. Each one will require a diferent strategy/skill to overcome.
Persistent world. Every little change you make in Infernium will remain like that forever.
Robust, deep, Photomode included.
New Game + Mode.
24 Achievements.
Multiple Endings.

PC Exclusive Features
Twitch Integration. Your chat will be able to vote for events to happen ingame live.
Mod support. Browse and download mods or expand and change something in Infernium yourself! Create your own
game inside Infernium if you want! Infernium is one of the easiest games to mod in Unreal Engine!
8K, 4K, upscaling and custom resolutions support, including ultra wide multi monitor resolutions.
Robust video settings menu. Make Infernium run smooth even in the really low spec computers.
16K or even more Photomode upscale output.
Speedrun clock integrated
Artbook, 4K Wallpapers, Making of and goodies included in the game files!

Can hell be beautiful?
Infernium needed memorable appealing environments (instead of the usual images of a hell full of fire, suffering, screams and
lots of reddish, gore landscapes) because in Infernium the most beautiful environments are also the most dangerous ones. This
tends to generate disconfort, anxiety and inquietude in the player. It is no coincidence most of the brutal dangers in Infernium
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can be found at daylight in plain sight rather than in the darker claustrophobic environments.
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Title: INFERNIUM
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Carlos Coronado
Publisher:
Carlos Coronado
Release Date: 3 Apr, 2018
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 SP1 64bit, Windows 8.1 64bit Windows 10 64bit
Processor: Intel Core i3-2100 / AMD® FX-6300
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 750 Ti / ATI Radeon HD 7950
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Storage: 3 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX 9 sound device
Additional Notes: Controller support: Microsoft Xbox ® Controller for Windows® (or equivalent) recommended

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish
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infernium ore. is inferno good. infernium inceleme. inferium essence sky factory 4. infernium harvesting fingers. infernium
video game. stolen infernium ore. infernum meaning in english. infernum movie. infernium xenoblade. infernium pc torrent.
infernium gamespot. infernium gog. infernum metallum. infernium game review. infernium how long to beat. infernium jeu.
inferium seeds tiers. infernium test. infernium cerberus. infernum avis
Got smooshed by a shrinking cube.
Beat the developer's speedrun time xD
Don't wanna play for 10 hours tho. Short but fun game, worth the sub $1 buy.. That game was an interesting Battlefield like. It
has a solo mode with a story. This campaigne is rapidly completed since it's purposed is to introduce the special items, weapon
types, features, and the overall background.
The main experience is the multiplayer and it is dead. T
he main menu browser does not work anymore. There's a guide on steam explaining how to join a server in this game, but there
are only 3 servers and they are all empty, so this is clearly a dead game that should not be sold on steam.
There's a LAN mode, so if you find a couple of 30-60 people willing to play it, that may be interesting, although you could do
the same with Battlefield 2 which is in my opinion better.. Ehh. It's an interesting concept, but not terribly well executed.
There's only the one ship, and as far as I can tell only the one strategy of missile spamming for dealing with fighter swarms. The
6 missions are done in under an hour. Voice Acting is annoying (just random phrases from a small pool). Biggest problem in the
end game is that you have black cross hairs against a dark background.. Being a huge fan of the SCP foundation I was thrilled to
see a VR game about the one SCP that truly terrifies me and makes me scared of stairs. For being a early access game and being
quite short, I\u2019d say it was definitely worth the $15. There is definitely room for improvement and I can see this game
being a hit in the SCP community in the future. My only complaint is how you pick things up, using the grip buttons is a little
uncomfortable, especially for the items that you have to hold down the button to keep it on your hand. All in all, this is a great
game and i 100% recommended it to anyone looking for a good scare. The first game ever that deserves the f2p title because u
can get everything just by farming and being patient + unlimited fun u will never get bored theres always something to do.
Excellent game! :D. do not buy this piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665of game played for 5mins and there is no
sorry or point to the game im getting a refund one of the worst vr games ive ever played dont let the video fool you like it did to
me. after running the intro movie, the screen blinks, goes black, then minimises to desktop.
hours later - still won't run.
if a game doesn't work it should be removed from sale until fixed
don't waste your time here, find another game. I'd llike to state before I start this brief review blurb that I am not the sort of
person to really play Call of Duty. Check my profile - other than Black Ops, I've barely glanced at the series. That said... The
sheer amount of content in this game is insane.
You've got a tightly constructed four-player cooperative campaign, an alternate version of that same campaign filled with
zombies and corrupted machines, a new take on Zombies mode set in the 1940's with a star-studded cast all hamming it up
beautifully, a competitive multiplayer that you can both play online and in botmode (YEAH! BOTMODE! REMEMBER
WHEN THAT WAS A MAINSTREAM FEATURE?! Well, it's here, in Custom Games!), a free running trial mod inspired by
Mirror's Edge, a top-down comedy shooter known as Dead Ops, AND mod support on PC.
Ignore the haters who insist this game isn't worth your time - they're just disappointed they can't curbstomp thousands of people
with scorestreaks. Even with the smaller population online, the game's botmode AI is razor sharp and provides plenty of fun
across multiple modes. All cooperative modes can be played solo, and BLOPS 3 even has PC split-screen support if you have a
controller or two hooked up to your PC.
Launch day issues have been patched out, there's tons of progression and new tricks to discover as you play across the various
modes... why are you reading this review at this point? Go get Black Ops 3! It's probably the most distinctive and interesting
Call of Duty game in years. Which may be why it turned off its bro fanbase, but hey, at least the rest of us can dig it!. this game
is a gem
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this ♥♥♥♥ing game is the best game i have ever played. It is amazing. I love it with all my heart. i r8 8/8 m8 (not b8 m8). The
best game that I only played for a few minutes because of the Steam Summer Camp event 2011 to try and get more tickets. I
sucked though so I didn't get the ticket from this game.. Really cool game, i hope the multiplayer update come soon and it will
be perfect.
Maybe a few bugs, but im sure devs will fix them. a simple yet fun game with friends. dont expect too much as its a very new
game but the developers listen to buyers and have been making improvements.. Short and challenging game :)
Achievements was pretty hard to get but after so many tries and so many stuggles finally got the last achievement xD
. Not the worst Sniper game I played but still not very good. Game has no full hd support, enemy A.I. is not existant. I only
played the first level (or a part of it) and everything looks the same, you always shoot the same dump enemies.. Ok, so I love the
Classic Lara outfits. The card system is trash and plain monetization of Single Player game. Manor and Zombie mode can count
a DLC but the rest was cut out of the main game. Not a fan of passes and micro transactions in a PC game but as long as its
optional and not cut out of the main title I don\u2019t care as I do not need to buy it. I will never support that model. Here I
recommend in a collectors edition on sale.. The game is very fun and some fresh air for the rythm-game genre.
You get 5 different tools, mostly weapons, to defend against and attack the beat.
Pros:
- Relatively large variety of tools\/weapons
- Tools are very fun to use, I especially liked the blaster gun
- You don't only slash\/hit stuff but it feels like an active fight against an enemy
- The game makes you move much more than traditional rythm games
- The notes match the beat and the songs have a good flow
Cons:
- Menu is very basic and needs a lot of polishing\/reiteration
- Sometimes your view gets obstructed by the many notes flying towards you
- Limited number of songs
- Bad performance in some areas
- Game needs a lot of polish in general
Considering it's early access I didn't weigh the bad polishing a lot in my rating.
The pros overweigh the cons by far.
The game is just so much fun and I really want this to become bigger, more polished and get a larger library.
I got it for the sale price of 7,50\u20ac but I would definitely say it's worth the regular price of 12,50\u20ac.
A Big THANK YOU:

Hi,
The support I've been getting from the press, youtubers, streamers, influencers, users and cats has been amazing, and I only
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wanted to share that with Steam :)
Aside from that, some of you noticed the game had some ninja un-announced updates! What those little updated did was really
simple: They balanced enemy placement in a couple of areas (not something game changing at all, as you all seemed to love it as
it was!) and fixed localization for Russian, Chineese and Japaneese. Oh! I almost forgot! Steam cards have been added to the
game :)
So, what's next? Well, I am opened to sugestions, but I plan to add a free DLC with new enemies an a new skill. A user said it
would be awesome to be able to run in exchange of light... :) :) :)
Anyways, here is a selection of quotes from the Internet about Infernium.
Hope you all have a great week!
Cheers,
Carlos.
Infernium has done what a lot of the Dark Souls sequels have not: Give me a real sense of wonder and discovery.
Defunct Games
http://www.defunctgames.com/courant/1265/infernium

The best I've played in 2018. Incredible open world and level design.
Ignacio Orly - HyperHype
https://www.hyperhype.es/infernium/

Yes, it's the Dark Souls of Pac-Man, really, and that's what makes this title work.
Apoch Weiss - Steam Curator
https://steamcommunity.com/id/apochweiss/recommended/789950/

Sometimes a fresh new game comes along that just completely melts your mind. Infernium is one of those games.
RGT 85
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6iP9zo79xik

The biggest most entertaining challenge since Dark Souls 1. Period.
Behind the Games
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYsU0p1zZPI

Infernium is the kind of game that will inspire a whole lot of love from those who click with it.
Jon Mundy - NintendoLife
http://www.nintendolife.com/reviews/switcheshop/infernium?utm_source=nintendolife&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=review-notification

Infernium is a game designed to seduce those who like to feel genuinely challenged.
pinjed - Anaitgames
http://www.anaitgames.com/analisis/analisis-infernium-carlos-coronado-ps4-pc

INFERNIUM is bold. It’s a risky, yet confident game that people should experience.
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Notable Steam Releases - Steam Curator
http://notablereleases.com/post/indie-weekly-2018w14/#infernium

Infernium is the Dark Souls and Pac-Man mash-up you didn't know you want it.
Cyril Lachel - Youtuber
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0KEFHAoFphw

Infernium can break an adult person and make her cry in despair but it is so satisfying to complete it becomes one of the five
best games I've played this year.
ByVima
https://twitter.com/byViMa_/status/987304605452324865

We got in because the Twitch Integration. What surprised us was what a purely awesome gaming experience this was.
Fail Salon - Twitch Streamers
https://www.twitch.tv/failsalon

A modern survival horror approach on Pac-Man.
Albert García - La Vanguardia
http://www.lavanguardia.com/tecnologia/20180403/442161244000/infernium-carlos-coronado-pc-ps4-switch.html

INFERNIUM is a non-linear game that doesn't hold your hand. If anything, it chops your hand!
Shawn Long
https://www.patreon.com/shawnlong

From breathtaking waterfalls to a terrific beach, everything looks stunning
Jennifer - SwitchWatch
https://switchwatch.co.uk/infernium-nintendo-switch-review/

Having more fun with Infernium than I have with the many triple A that dropped this year.
Apoch Weiss - Steam Curator
https://steamcommunity.com/id/apochweiss/recommended/789950/

Definitely a choice for the hardcore gamer out there
Charles Kyle - The Loot Gaming
http://thelootgaming.com/infernium-review

INFERNIUM presents an engaging portrait of a Hell that doesn’t imprison captives through divine wrath but through the
player’s own nagging sense of curiosity.
Steven Porfiri - Crossfader Magazine
http://www.xfdrmag.net/infernium-review/

Often cruel, frequently captivating, and wildly esoteric, Infernium is an unforgettable and original interactive experience.
Andrew Beeken - Next-gen Gaming Blog
http://nextgengamingblog.com/blog/inferniumreview/?utm_source=network2&utm_medium=widget&utm_campaign=commented
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Indescribably magnificent level design, a sensational understanding of the movement, the puzzles and platforms, a visual and
sound exhibition to remember, it rises deservedly with the outstanding categorization.
Ronald Goncalves - Area Jugones
https://areajugones.sport.es/analisis-infernium/

Infernium causes addiction with its difficulty, causes frustration with its graphics, causes anguish with its sound quality and
wonders us with its design.
Rubén - Nintenderos
http://www.nintenderos.com/2018/04/analisis-infernium/

Infernium places you in a version of Hell that is as taxing as it is beautiful.
Alisa Hail - Nitchigamer
https://nitchigamer.com/2018/04/11/infernium-review-ps4/

Infernium's open world is hostil and demanding, but also fair and balanced.
Hugo Muñoz - Start videogames
http://www.startvideojuegos.com/infernium-el-ultimo-fondeadero/

One of the few games I’ve played this year to leave me in awe.
Cyril Lachel - Defunct Games
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0KEFHAoFphw

One of the most unique experiences I’ve ever had in a game.
RGT 85
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6iP9zo79xik
We are faced with a set of the strangest, in which all its gears turn to perfection.
Roberto Pineda - Akihabarablues
https://akihabarablues.com/terror-y-belleza-se-dan-la-mano-analisis-de-infernium/
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